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This lecture addresses the following topics:

• Definition of social Enterprise

• Characteristics of the social Enterprise

• How do social enterprise make a profit?

• Social Enterprise models

• Legal form for a social Enterprise

• Activity. Group work: The social enterprise: 
discussion (estimated time 30 min)



The social enterprise
A social enterprise is not a legal structure, it
is a term that describes a business that
trades primarily for a social and/or
environmental purpose, or for the good of
the community – or specific groups within
the community.

Social enterprises are businesses that are
changing the world for the better. Like
traditional businesses they aim to make a
profit but it’s what they do with their profits
that sets them apart – reinvesting or
donating them to create positive social
change.

Social enterprises are in our communities
and on our high streets – from coffee shops
and restaurants, to pubs and leisure centres,
banks and bus companies.
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The social enterprise

By selling goods and services in
the open market, social enterprises
create employment and reinvest
their profits back into their
business or the local community.

This allows them to tackle social
problems, improve people’s life
chances, provide training and
employment opportunities for
those furthest from the market,
support communities and help the
environment. It’s business for good
and when they profit, society
profits.

Cheer up with this video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=T2vxSHkrcns&feature=youtu.be
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Characteristics of the social enterprise
1. Has a clear social or environmental mission that

is set out in its governing documents.
2. Income is generated by business activities
3. There is market demand for the organization’s

goods and services.
4. Is controlled or owned in the interests of its

social mission.
5. Is transparent about how it operates and the

impact that it has.
6. Participatory nature, promoting and encouraging

the participation of one or more groups of
citizens.

7. Benefit the community as the main objective.
The main priority of a social enterprise is not
making a profit and its own profit. His greatest
interest goes through satisfaction and obtaining
a benefit for society.
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8. Reinvest or give away part of the profits or
surpluses towards its social purpose. Own
profits are not the main objective of social
enterprises.

9. Guarantee equal opportunities, avoiding any
type of discrimination.

10. Is based, above all, on the labour force,
rather than on capital.

11. Promote economic and social innovation.
12. Is based on mixed financing, with their main

objective being self-financing and thus
reducing economic dependence.

Based on these characteristics, you can see that
social enterprises share aspects of traditional
businesses and social non-profits.
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Social enterprises fit with the European Green Deal
aims. The Green Deal provides an action plan to:
• boost the efficient use of resources by moving to

a clean, circular economy
• restore biodiversity and cut pollution
In particular, they prove to play a key role in times
of crisis (e.g. during covid-19, by offering services
and products); in maintaining employment and job
creation rates; in upgrading transport, energy and
communication infrastructure and services
especially in isolated areas; in providing local
alternatives for global businesses; in ensuring equal
rights and access to decent work, credit,
information, technology and training.
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How do social enterprises 
make a profit?

The trend in today's business revolves around
the creation of stable, sustainable
employment and having an ethical purpose
and committed to the environment.

One of the benefits of the social enterprise is
the competitive advantage that it obtains
thanks to the social commitment to generate
wealth and employment.

The company contributes to social
sustainability, significantly differentiating itself
from its competitors, which is a great plus for
real and potential customers who, faced with
two identical products or services, will opt for
the social company.
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If a social enterprise is profitable, it can be
scalable and generate more impact on society.

A characteristic is to be economically
sustainable over time, since it awakens greater
empathy in people, knowing that a large part of
what is generated is focused on taking charge
of a problem in society, such as the fight against
global warming, the lack of access to drinking
water or the optimization of a company's waste
reuse system, which in the long term can
generate a social, environmental and economic
impact.

Social enterprises are thriving, outperforming
their conventional SME counterparts in almost
every business area: job creation, innovation,
business optimism, and start-up rates.

How do social enterprises 
make a profit?
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Social enterprise models

Most social enterprises are rooted in forms of
collective awareness, such as the need to
promote social justice, protect the
environment, support the social and
professional integration of disadvantaged
individuals, fill gaps in general interest service
delivery and sustain the development of
marginalised and depressed localities.
In other instances, social enterprises are
grounded in initiatives of social workers and
users, who commit themselves to designing
new service models and implementing
innovative social inclusion strategies to
overcome the difficulty of public welfare
providers in addressing emerging needs
arising in society (Social Europe, 2020).
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Social enterprise models

Many companies are considered social for
various aspects they present, but they are
very different from each other because each
one offers a solution to a different problem.
Therefore, we find that socially responsible
companies base their social models in one of
the possible ways that allow them to help
society:
1. Through the product or service:

companies that offer products that solve
a problem, improve the efficiency of some
production processes, provide new
technology to people who needed it, or
reduce / replace costs that people do not
can be allowed.
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10 Social enterprise models

2. Through work: companies that place the
value they have on society with work, use
groups at risk of exclusion, or with fewer
opportunities, to carry out the activity of
the company. The ideal model consists of
studying the characteristics of these
groups, theoretically disadvantaged, to see
in which jobs they can provide a
competitive advantage.

3. Through the raw material used: they offer
products already existing on the market
but made with new materials that surprise
the consumer. This is the case of organic
products or made with non-polluting
materials.



In short, the Social Enterprise is a clear example of how rationality 

and social progress are compatible, of how business efficiency can 

coexist with social responsibility. 

How another way of doing business is possible.



Legal form of the social 
enterprise
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The first step to create a social enterprise is to
choose the legal form preferably with the
help of a consultancy with which to manage
the beginnings and once the enterprise is
established the derived tax obligations, that
is, the payment of taxes.

The social enterprises can adopt different
legal forms, depending on the legislation,
such as cooperatives, mutuals, associations,
foundations and social enterprises among
other forms that can be specific to each
country. The following table includes the
patterns or legal recognition of social
enterprises in the project’ countries (Austria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia and Spain).
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Legal form of the social 
enterprise

Given that social entrepreneurship
pursues a collective good, through a
company that generates economic
benefits and is reinvested in
achieving the main social objective,
not all types of companies that exist
would be recommended for social
entrepreneurship.



Patterns or
legal
recognition
as WISE or
SE in project
countries.

13 Legal form of the social 
enterprise

Country Patterns or legal recognition as WISE or SE

Austria Public benefit limited company (GmbH an gGmbH)
Integrative Enterprise (IB)
Cooperative
Association
ECO-WISE

Croatia Integrative workshop (Act 157/2013)
Sheltered workshop (Act 157/2013)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Limited liability companies (LLC, SLLC) founded by associations
Institution

Cyprus Limited liability companies
Cooperative society
Association
Foundation

Malta Voluntary organisation
Cooperative

Slovenia Company for PWDs (2004)
Employment centre (2004)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Institute
Social enterprise (Act 20/2011)

Spain Social Initiative Cooperative (Law 27/1999)
Cooperatives pursuing general interest goals (Law 20/1990)
Social Integration enterprise (Law 44/2007)
Special employment centre (LRD 1/2013)
Participated Labour Company (Law 44/2015)

Some countries, as Slovenia,
have introduced a social
enterprise legal status that can
be adopted by a variety of legal
entities—for-profit and non-
profit— provided that they
comply with new criteria, in
addition to the fulfilment of the
criteria already in force.

Other countries, such as Spain,
have adjusted existing
regulations about cooperatives
or labour companies.

WISE – Work integration social enterprise
SE -Social enterprise
PWD – Person with disabilities



Patterns or
legal
recognition
as WISE or
SE in project
countries.

14 Legal form of the social 
enterprise

Country Patterns or legal recognition as WISE or SE

Austria Public benefit limited company (GmbH an gGmbH)
Integrative Enterprise (IB)
Cooperative
Association
ECO-WISE

Croatia Integrative workshop (Act 157/2013)
Sheltered workshop (Act 157/2013)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Limited liability companies (LLC, SLLC) founded by associations
Institution

Cyprus Limited liability companies
Cooperative society
Association
Foundation

Malta Voluntary organisation
Cooperative

Slovenia Company for PWDs (2004)
Employment centre (2004)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Institute
Social enterprise (Act 20/2011)

Spain Social Initiative Cooperative (Law 27/1999)
Cooperatives pursuing general interest goals (Law 20/1990)
Social Integration enterprise (Law 44/2007)
Special employment centre (LRD 1/2013)
Participated Labour Company (Law 44/2015)

Social enterprises have been
created using legal forms that
have not been designed
specifically for them.

In some countries the most
widespread path to setting up
social enterprises is the
association and/or foundation
(e.g., Austria).

However, associations and
foundations often show
limitations (e.g., in attracting
risk capital, engaging workers,
etc.), hampering their full
consolidation as social
enterprises.



Patterns or
legal
recognition
as WISE or
SE in project
countries.
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enterprise

Country Patterns or legal recognition as WISE or SE

Austria Public benefit limited company (GmbH an gGmbH)
Integrative Enterprise (IB)
Cooperative
Association
ECO-WISE

Croatia Integrative workshop (Act 157/2013)
Sheltered workshop (Act 157/2013)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Limited liability companies (LLC, SLLC) founded by associations
Institution

Cyprus Limited liability companies
Cooperative society
Association
Foundation

Malta Voluntary organisation
Cooperative

Slovenia Company for PWDs (2004)
Employment centre (2004)
Cooperative
Association
Foundation
Institute
Social enterprise (Act 20/2011)

Spain Social Initiative Cooperative (Law 27/1999)
Cooperatives pursuing general interest goals (Law 20/1990)
Social Integration enterprise (Law 44/2007)
Special employment centre (LRD 1/2013)
Participated Labour Company (Law 44/2015)

The country specificity is
extremely high and the
development of social
enterprises does not
necessarily require the
adoption of specific
legislation.



Activity. The social enterprise: discussion 
(estimated time 30 min)
The class will be divided in small groups of 4-
5 students. The students will discuss within
the groups the following questions during 15
minutes. Then, the groups will put in common
their suggestions. The supervisor will organise
a panel (https://es.padlet.com/) where the
representative of every group will write their
conclusions. The supervisor will organise the
ideas and they will get some conclusions.
• Which are the differences between an

enterprise and a social enterprise?
• Which are the differences between a social

enterprise and a non-profit organization?
• Which are the competitive advantages of a

social enterprise?
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